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Introduction 
My wife and I moved to Brunei in August 2009 and ended up staying 

there for 5 years. In early 2010 I picked up my dormant hobby of 

birdwatching and have made countless excursions into the Bornean 

jungle since. Later in 2010 I bought my first DSLR camera to record 

some of the species that I encountered. This has allowed me to capture 

well over 250 species on camera in Borneo.  

The Sultanate of Brunei lies on the West coast of Borneo, wedged 

between the Malaysian districts of Sabah and Sarawak. As a birding 

destination Brunei is often (or rather always) overlooked, primarily 

because it lacks nature tourism facilities. For the adventurous 

birdwatcher Brunei does however have a lot to offer. Most Bornean 

habitats are present in Brunei and there are still large tracts of good 

primary forest. For birdwatchers that chase big lists the lower Belait is 

an area where it is relatively easy to see peat swamp specialists, like 

hook-billed bulbul, grey-breasted babbler and cinnamon-headed green 

pigeon, that are very hard to find elsewhere. The most enticing appeal, 

at least for me, is that you are exploring an area that very few have 

done before! 

The hope is that this document proves useful for future birdwatching enthusiasts that want to experience Brunei’s 

avian fauna. I also hope that this writing impresses a further urgency with the appropriate authorities for 

strengthening efforts to protect Brunei’s natural riches before wildlife encounters become a thing of the past.  

I have annotated the text with pictures that I have taken in the past 3 years. Too limit the document size I had to 

make a selection of pictures to include; I have based this on my view of aesthetic beauty and the representative 

value of a certain species for a particular area. All pictures were taken in the field. 

I have thoroughly enjoyed the birdwatching and nature 

treks in this fantastic tropical environment and savor a 

wealth of unique experiences. A lot of the birdwatching I 

have done in fine companionship of other nature 

enthusiasts from the Panaga Natural History Society, or 

PNHS in short. The Wetlands International studies that 

surveyed the lower Belait area in 2012 and 2013 were a 

great eye-opener and I have enjoyed the swamp trips 

with Merijn van Leeuwen, Dave Bakewell and Dennis 

Yong. Dave Bakewell and Wong Tsu Shi have often given 

valuable opinions for tricky bird identification. Both have 

excellent weblogs that provide great background to 

birding in Malaysia and Borneo (see references). I never met Jeremy Moore, but his reference documentation on 

the birds of Brunei from 2005 to 2009 has been very helpful. I am especially grateful to Kolbjorn Schjolberg and his 

family for joining me on many trips and night drives, all of which were truly excellent! 

 

Sunda scops owl (juvenile), Panaga 

Crimson-winged woodpecker, Panaga 
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General Information 
Brunei is a laid back country to travel in and people are generally very friendly. For an independent traveler there 

are however some challenges. There is no public transport to speak of and the best way to get around is by self-

owned or rented vehicle. If you are planning to rent a car I strongly advise to arrange this in advance. There are no 

available road maps nor can navigation systems help you to find your way. The good news is that the country is 

small and there are only very few main roads, so there is a limit to how lost you can get. Driving in Brunei is on the 

left. The main roads are of good quality and normal drivers should not have any issues to adjust to the traffic. 

There are hotels in the main cities of Bandar, Temburong, Seria and Kuala Belait. Brunei’s most famous hotel, the 

Empire, is at located at the coast close to Jerudong. 

The main source of income in Brunei comes from oil and gas that account for roughly 90% of its GDP. The positive 

side effect of the oil and gas riches is that Brunei has had limited need to generate income from other sources and 

therefore most of its forests have not given way to the logging and oil palm industry. I do hope that future 

economic diversification will not come at the expense of these tropical forests, but I fear the worst. 

Brunei is a very safe country, possibly the safest country that I have ever experienced. While you can never fully 

exclude the risk, the chance of falling victim to theft and pickpocketing is extremely small and there are virtually no 

cases of violent assault. Brunei is a Muslim country and Friday between 12 and 2 everything will be closed for 

prayer. During Ramadan the pace of the country slows down significantly and you should expect delays in all public 

services, and especially when dealing with government offices. Also note that the sale of alcohol and cigarettes in 

prohibited in Brunei. 

There are health hazards associated with the tropics that should not be ignored. Brunei is malaria free. While 

dengue fever and Japanese encephalitis still only occur in very low numbers, there has been an increase in 

recorded cases in recent years of. My wife was very unlucky to get dengue one month before we left Brunei and I 

can assure that this illness is not something to take lightly. While the chance of contracting these mosquito-borne 

diseases in Brunei is extremely small, the best remedy is prevention: protect yourself against mosquito bites and 

be especially vigilant in the late afternoon and early evening. Health care in Brunei is generally good and the main 

hospitals in Bandar, Jerudong and Kuala Belait offer 24 hour emergency services. 

Birdwatching in Brunei 

The basics 

In principle birdwatching can be done anywhere and at any time, but there are some simple guidelines and tips to 

increase your chances of seeing a good and diverse number of species and enhance your experience. I am not 

going into the details of optical support, but it is essential to have binoculars suitable for birdwatching. Scopes can 

be useful for distant birds, however they may not always be practical in the dense vegetation of the tropical forests 

(though some hardcore scope enthusiasts may disagree) and cameras, or the photos, can prove very useful to help 

identification of trickier species.  

There are a couple of field guides available and I recommend both the Quentin Phillipps and Susan Meyers books 

that provide good species descriptions and also general background on birdwatching in Borneo. I have kept a 

weblog to share some of my birdwatching experiences from 2012 onwards, which can still be found on 

www.bruneiviews.blogspot.com. Various other websites and weblogs from keen birders in Borneo exist and these 

can be very useful as reference and often provide good information on Borneo localities. I have listed some of my 

favorite ones in the reference sections. There you can also find a link to a birdwatching document from Jeremy 

http://www.bruneiviews.blogspot.com/
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Moore providing a detailed overview of his experiences in Brunei from 2005-2009 which is mostly still relevant to 

this day. 

Birdwatching contacts and references in Brunei 

There are very few organized tour operators in Brunei. In Bandar most of the boatmen that ferry people across the 

Brunei river to Kampong Ayer will also take tourists to see Proboscis monkeys, but will have no birding knowledge. 

If you’re planning to go to Ulu Ulu resort in Temburong you can book direct trough the Ulu ulu resort website 

(search on google) or book through reputable local travel agencies, such as Freme travel. The last time I was at Ulu 

Ulu was in 2013 and the guides had no birding knowledge. The only local nature guide in Brunei that I am aware of 

is “jungle Dave”, who offers day trips to various places and also overnight stays in the Lower Belait forest. I have 

never used his services so I cannot comment on the quality, but I do know that some of my non-birding friends 

enjoyed the experience. His details can be found on the internet. 

If you do plan to head down to the lower Belait district, then consider to contact the Panaga Natural History 

Society (PNHS), which is associated with Brunei Shell. The PNHS can possibly put you in contact with keen birding 

members. Their email is pnhs.brunei@gmail.com. There is also a nature society in Bandar, the BNS, with members 

from the University and general public. Their website can be found at: http://bruneinaturesociety.org/. 

Trips to Bukit Pagon, Brunei’s highest mountain in Temburong, can be arranged through Borneo Trekking, see: 

http://borneotrekking.com/blog/, and they can possibly also assist in setting up customized trips into Temburong 

and other areas in Brunei. I do note that Borneo trekking provides adventurous trekking, not bird guide services.  

Birdwatching risks and hazards 

When birding in the jungle there is a risk of getting lost or not being able to get out because of injury or car failure. 

There are some general tips that I always tried to stick to when venturing out into the remoter areas of Brunei: 

 Always tell someone where you are going and when you expect to be back or get in touch. Often the areas for 

birdwatching have no cell reception. Friends of mine once had to spend a night in their car when they drove 

onto one of the off road tracks and got stuck and had no cell reception. 

 Always bring enough water. You can easily dehydrate in the tropical climate! I typically would bring at least 2 

liters with me for one morning, with added water in the car for when I returned. 

 Seek a friend when you want to explore trails in difficult or remote terrain; don’t go on your own. In case of 

injury it is always better to have someone there to help you back to civilization or to call in the cavalry. 

 Avoid getting lost in the forest and never venture out of sight from the trails. 

 Protect yourself against the sun! Stay in the shade where you can and wear a head and sunscreen, especially 

when birdwatching in more open areas like Wasan.  

 Wear long sleeves and long trousers to minimize risk of getting bit by mosquitos and other insects. 

When and where to watch birds 

While birds can be seen throughout the day, the best time to look for most of the lowland forest birds is in the 

mornings, often requiring a pre-dawn rise. Mid-morning bird activity will drop to pick up again later in the 

afternoons. Another good time for birdwatching is directly after rainfall when activity will briefly soar. In the 

migration season, waders can be observed throughout the day.  

Most birds will avoid humans and keep a comfortable distance. In practice this means that they’ll fly off as soon as 

you come too close, on occasion leaving you wonder if you just missed that once-in-a-lifetime bird. Some bird 

species are shyer than others, dressing and acting inconspicuously and none-threatening (no loud talking!) will 

increase your chances of seeing a larger number of birds. On a related note; it’s often well worth the extra money 

file:///C:/Users/F.Hindriks/Desktop/pnhs.brunei@gmail.com
http://bruneinaturesociety.org/
http://borneotrekking.com/blog/
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for a private guide in the well-known Sabah nature reserves as you will 

typically see more than with a larger group (esp. when that group 

includes loud talking tourists). 

Birding from the road, especially on quieter roads like the Kuala Balai 

road, can be very good as it typically will provide a wide view range. 

From 2012 onwards I also started to realize that while the roadside 

birding can be very rewarding, some of the species are typically found 

only inside the forest or at least at some of the remoter undisturbed 

locations. With birding inside the forest the total number of birds seen 

can on occasion be frustratingly small, but also gives you a better 

chance of encountering species that otherwise would be missed. 

Over the years I have become reasonably comfortable with identifying  

the Bornean birds by call (thanks to www.xeno-canto.org), an 

indispensable skill for birding inside the forest and one that made me 

realize that birds I previously considered very rare are in fact more 

common, like for example the lowland trogon species.  

The importance of knowing the habitats 
Brunei has all forest types that can be found in Borneo, except maybe from the upper montane. It is important to 

note that many bird species have evolved into habitat specialists that are strongly associated with certain forest 

types only, and often even with a particular segment within a forest type.   

The ability to fly does make it easy to wander around and bird species are on occasion seen in areas where you’d 

normally not expect them. Good examples are a washed up crested fireback that was found on the beach and a 

jambu fruit dove that didn’t survive a crash against our kitchen window
1
. But, as all seasoned birders very well 

know, it helps to understand the habitat preference if you are seeking particular species. 

The map on the next page shows the forest types that are found in Brunei. It is noted that urban expansion is 

having a direct and indirect influence on the rapid increase of disturbed forest throughout Brunei. During my time 

in Brunei I’ve never made dedicated birding trips to any of the mangrove forests (one of my regrets), not counting 

the few boat trips along the Brunei river. 

Peat swamp and Heath forests 

Most of the birdwatching I’ve done in the past 4 years has been close to our house in Panaga, which is located 

along the coast, near the Sarawak border. As can be seen on the map, this forest type dominates the Western part 

of Brunei. This type of forest is becoming increasingly scarce in Borneo due to deforestation. 

In peat swamp waterlogged soil prevents dead leaves and wood from fully decomposing. Over time, this creates a 

thick layer of acidic peat. The soil is nutrient poor and this has an effect on plant and animal diversity and 

presence. And while a good variety of lowland forest birds will still occur in peat swamp forest they typically do so 

in small numbers. As with all habitats there are however some bird species that have found their niche in these 

nutrient-poor soil forests. Examples are the globally threatened hook-billed bulbul and grey-breasted babbler. But 

also the Bornean bristlehead seems to have a preference for peat swamp forests. 

                                                                 
1
 Jambu fruit dove could possibly still be a Panaga resident (with records of 2 window victims and 1 live female). 

Buffy fish-owl, KB road 

http://www.xeno-canto.org/
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Heath forest or Kerangas is another type forest of nutrient-poor soils with the soils being sandy in nature. The 

heath forests have a low, uniform canopy with a thick understory. Pitcherplants are common and like the 

peatswamp forests species, bird diversity and abundance is lower compared to normal lowland primary forest. 

Badas offers good access to both peatswamp and heath forest. 

 

Forest types of Brunei Darussalam 

Lowland dipterocarp forest 

Bornean lowland rainforest, or alternatively called lowland dipterocarp forests after the dominant tree family the 

diptorecarps, is an important ecoregion in Borneo. Also these forests are rapidly losing ground due to logging and 

conversion to oil palm plantations. This is one of the richest ecosystems in the world and lowland dipterocarp 

forests are home to about a 10000 different plant species (compared to roughly a 1000 in the peat swamp forests). 

Bird life is also most abundant here with close to 400 resident species. Areas like Labi ridge and Teraja provide 

good access to primary lowland rainforests. 

Hill and Montane forests   

What is not well known is that Brunei also possesses hill and montane forests in the Southern tip of Temburong. As 

altitude increases, plant life changes and becomes less diverse. At even higher altitudes (>1000 m.) cloud forests 

can be found, where the climate is cool and wet and soils are typically poor. These are places where Nepenthes 

(pitcherplants) thrive, possibly even more so than in Kerangas. Bird species change drastically with altitude and 

endemism increases. The slopes of Brunei’s highest mountain, Bukit Pagon, are home to endemics like Bornean 
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barbet, Bornean bulbul, Bornean black oriole and Mountain serpent eagle, but also to higher altitude specialists 

like the pale-faced bulbul.  

Birding Locations 
The map below shows the key birding locations that are special to me or recognized as good birdwatching 

localities, and that are relatively easy to access for the average tourists (apart from Bukit Pagon). Obviously this 

overview is far from exhaustive and biased by personal experience and also proximity to our residence in Panaga; 

it should however provide a relatively good flavor of what to expect when visiting Brunei. 

Panaga and Seria estuary (1), Kuala Balai road (2), Badas (3), Labi road (4), Teraja (5), Telisai prawn farm (6), 

Tasek Merimbun (7), Wasan rice fields (8), Bandar (9), Pelong rocks (A), Ulu Ulu (B), Bukit Pagon (C). 

The roads that are indicated on the map (in red) are of reasonable to good quality, apart from the road that 

connects Tasek Merimbun to Labi road. I also note here that during the rainy season significant flooding can take 

place and certain areas can possibly not be reached by car. I have seen the water level of the Kuala Balai river rise 

to such levels that the Badas water plant could only be accessed by boat. 

The best birding location for forest species are without a doubt deep in the virgin forests of the Belait and Tutong 

districts. These parts are however difficult to access and may take easily a full day by longboat down the Tutong or 

Belait river. 
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Panaga residential area 
Panaga is the coastal residential area for most of the 

expatriate Brunei Shell employees. Most of Panaga is 

located between Jalan Tenga and the coast. Jalan Utara 

is the main road that runs through the area with the 

houses all located on quiet sideroads. The old gardens 

are very green with lots of mature trees. There are 

several patches of tall Casuarina trees that form 

important roost sites for a residential group of around 

100 oriental pied hornbills. Every evening about 20 of 

the hornbills would congregate loudly around our house 

in E1. Panaga is also unique in the fact that it houses family groups of silvery langurs and they could frequently be 

seen roaming through the taller trees in our garden, occasionally making a quick dash across the lawn. Unlike the 

far more bold macaques, we’d always welcome the sight of these shy monkeys from our balcony. 

Abundant birds in the gardens include the ubiquitous yellow-vented bulbul, oriental magpie robin, white-breasted 

waterhen, glossy starling and Eurasian tree-sparrow. Other common species that can be seen are collared 

kingfisher, hill myna, pied fantail, scarlet-backed 

flowerpecker, pink-necked green pigeon, green imperial 

pigeon, greater coucal, a few species of sunbird, blue-

eared barbet, common iora, pied triller. Dusky munias 

are sometimes encountered and I’ve also recorded scaly-

breasted munia in my garden. At the BSP carpark it is 

easy to see black-headed munia and brown-capped 

woodpecker. The ditches along Jalan Utara are worth 

scanning as well for little green heron and black-crowned 

night-heron. In wintertime all egrets can be seen and 

pond herons are sometimes foraging in the ditches. With 

a bit of luck brown boobook and sunda scops-owl can be 

heard and seen at night. Besides the common species every year will typically turn up a few very good surprise 

birds. In our garden in E1 I’ve seen over 50 different species, with some excellent ones like pied imperial pigeon, 

mugimaki flycatcher, arctic warbler, oriental white-eye, crimson-winged woodpecker and copper-throated sunbird. 

Once, we even found a dead jambu fruit dove on our 

driveway, the unfortunate (and only) victim of our 

kitchen window. In the winter months various migrants 

call Panaga their home. Asian koel can be heard 

throughout the day and recurring garden migrants 

include blue-winged pitta, Malaysian night heron and 

eyebrowed thrush. In 2014 someone spotted a rosy 

starling and the year before that a purple-backed starling 

was seen. Both Kolbjorn and myself once had 

independent views of an unidentified harrier on the 

same day, which would have been a great record if we’d 

only had binoculars at hand to confirm an ID. 

Oriental pied hornbill, Panaga 

Malaysian night heron, Panaga 

Crimson sunbird, Panaga 
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Greater Seria 
The map below shows a birds-eye view of the greater Seria area, with some good spots for birdwatching indicated.  

Starting close to Kuala Belait at (A), where in a cleared patch the size of few football fields a group of around 100 

little terns were nesting two years in a row. The land will likely soon be used for new development and I hope the 

terns will find another suitable breeding spot. If we follow Jalan Tenga (indicated in pink) from the roundabout 

close to the tern roost we first pass Panaga on the left and recent urban development or the “20.000 houses 

project” on the right.  Before 2010 this was still all jungle and the developments have without a doubt pushed 

some wildlife into Panaga. In 2012 someone even claimed a sighting of a clouded leopard in E1!  

Continuing further along the road, you’ll pass a small roundabout next to the “Supasave”, a large western 

supermarket. If you continue for two more blocks you’ll see some open areas on your right (see B). The road 

between G11 and G12, indicated in red, provides access to a small patch of (disturbed) forest. The road crosses a 

small stream that is good for spotting crocs. Just before the powerlines there is a dirt track to the left (yellow 

arrow). This is a nice shady area for a walk and this little stretch of disturbed forest can turn up some nice species; 

red-and-black broadbill, mangrove blue flycatcher, stork-billed and ruddy kingfisher are some of the more colorful 

birds and Malaysian night heron was also seen here.
2
 

There used to be a breeding colony of blue-throated bee-

eaters. My wife is certain that she saw a sunbear here and 

we once saw a single otter crossing the track that was 

distinctly larger than the small-clawed otters that are 

occasionally seen. The stretch indicated with the blue 

arrow is more open and the overgrown ponds were good 

places for white-browed crake, while cinnamon bittern 

and purple heron have also been seen here. You can 

make a full loop by continuing across the dike, but I 

usually preferred to just walk back. The area highlighted 

by C is the Sungai Seria estuary which I’ll describe in 

more detail in in the following section. The lake at H15, location D, is good for a short stop. Mostly it is very quiet. 

On a few occasions I’ve seen a single whiskered tern and as of late 2014 the far side had a small group of oriental 

                                                                 
2
 In the bird records (see Appendix) I refer to this area as J13, following the geographical reference used locally. 

Blue-throated bee-eater, Seria J13 
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darters (maybe they’ll stay). In December 2011 the pond hosted four tufted ducks for about a week, a rare find.  

The shrubs indicated by the green arrow are a good spot for striated grassbird.  

The grassy pitches at E are also nice to drive through. 

The vegetation next to the ditches are good for snipe 

and pond herons in the early months of the year. Brown 

shrike has been seen in the winter months of every year 

in the sparsely located trees that dot the grass land. My 

best birds were some rare winter migrants: a common 

kestrel and two chestnut-cheeked starlings. Past Seria 

there are some patches of coastal forest (F on the map) 

that are typically very quiet. We’ve walked the dog here 

on a few occasions. Once I flushed a large bird from a 

tree a few feet in front of me, which I suspect was a 

roosting owl or other night bird. The area is definitely good for a nice stroll, but I believe there are better places for 

bird watching.  

Sungai Seria and surrounding beaches and coastal grassland. 

An overview of the Sungai Seria and surrounding beaches and coastal grasslands is provided on the next page. This 

is a good area during winter for waders and other migrants. The best time is during autumn migration (August to 

November) when winter visitors arrive and passage 

migrants frequently stop on their way south.  

Common sandpiper, paddyfield pipit and wood sandpiper 

can be seen everywhere, as can little and intermediate 

egret. I typically always had a pair of binoculars in the car 

and would drive along the smaller roads on my way to 

Seria, scouting the grasslands for anything interesting.  

1. The grass land next to and opposite the Panaga 

health center is usually a reliable place for sand 

plovers, little ringed plover and pacific golden 

plovers. Rarer migrants seen here include oriental plover and red-throated pipit. The grass around the helipad 

is a typical roosting spot for stints and plovers and the occasional snipe. Spotlighting along the road at night 

will typically turn up a few large-tailed nightjars. 

 

2. A continuation of the grasslands; watch for 

peregrine falcons in the higher trees (the 

communication tower of the BSP head office is 

another good spot). In 2014 a lesser adjutant stork 

was seen flying over and landing close to the river, 

where I failed to locate it. The pink arrows indicate 

spots with easy access to the river; little green heron 

can be seen here year round; keep your distance 

though as crocs roam the river as well (look for eye 

shine at night).  

 

Curlew sandpiper, Jalan Utara ditch 

Large-tailed nightjar, near Panaga Health Center 

Striated grassbird, H15 lake 
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3. Every winter the ditches just before the road bends (orange arrow) would have small numbers of little ringed 

plover and long-toed stints. In 2013 a curlew sandpiper was seen here for a few weeks. The grasses usually 

hide a few snipe, pipits and small groups of golden plovers. At the locations indicated by the blue arrows you 

can access a small mudflat at low tide. The number of birds here is usually low, but this is one of the better 

spots for pacific reef egret, greenshank and grey-tailed tattler. 

 

4. The beaches on the West side of the river inlet are 

good places for passage migrants. Flocks typically 

only stop for a few hours, so it can pay off to stop 

here often from August to November. For bird 

photography the best time is just before or after 

high tide, when there is only a small strip of beach 

and birds can be seen up close from behind the sea 

wall (red arrows). Whimbrel, red-necked stint, lesser 

and greater sandplover are all common with Kentish 

plovers arriving later in the year. More uncommon 

migrants early in the season include sanderling, 

Terek and curlew sandpiper, but really anything can turn up. A single great knot in 2014 is my best record. 

Groups of terns can be seen as well; mostly little terns sometimes joined by small numbers of gull-billed and 

common terns. 

 

5. There is a clearing here, where you can park the car 

and walk up the sand wall for views at mangrove 

vegetation and mudflats that are exposed at low 

tide. Look for whimbrel, little green heron and 

golden plovers. Usually a few Chinese egret winter 

at the estuary every year. Occasionally they are 

seen on the beach; mostly they are found on the 

exposed muds at either side of the river (indicated 

by the dashed yellow line). The vegetation on the 

river sides are often used by egrets as roosting sites. 

It is noted that the roosting sites change every year. 

Lesser sandplover, Seria beach 

Red-throated pipit, Sungai Seria 
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6. You can explore the other side of the estuary from an entrance by the billion barrel monument (see the track 

indicated by the red line). The pond at 6 used to have more tidal influence before they dammed it off in 

2011/2012. Before the made the changes I once saw a grey plover. The island in the middle (white arrow) is a 

daytime roost for black-crowned night herons and a night roost for little and intermediate egrets. The 

remnants of the old PNHS bird hide are still visible at the yellow arrow. The grass opposite the pond has the 

usual plovers and sandpipers and once a small group of red-throated pipits was seen here.  

 

7. If you scramble up the wall at the green arrow look 

for yellow bittern on both sides and common 

kingfishers can also be seen here. One of my best 

birds here was a great bittern that flew closely 

overhead. Continue along the dike to some 

shrubbery that can turn up some good passerines, 

like blue-and-white flycatcher, mugimaki flycatcher, 

eyebrowed thrush and once a Horsfields bronze 

cuckoo was seen.  

 

8. Back to the road, this is similar habitat as on the other side of the estuary, with usually some flocks of pacific 

golden plover. Other species seen here include greater painted snipe and in 2014 a single black-tailed godwit 

was spotted. 

Yellow bittern, Sungai Seria 

Common kingfisher, Sungai Seria 
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Kuala Balai road 

Like Panaga birdwatchers before me, I have spent many hours on the Kuala Balai road watching and photographing 

birds. This road is very close to the Panaga residential area and has turned up some great gems! The best time to 

go here is early morning when bird activity is at its peak. A typical morning would yield somewhere between 30 to 

60 species.  

The road leads to the old Kuala Balai village at the river, which is now a ghost town. The first half of the road is not 

very spectacular, but the second half of the road runs through some good patches of forest and open areas. The 

quality of the road is getting worse and there are various potholes to look out for. I did once blow a tire on the 

road, but the road can still easily be driven with an average sedan. 

Birdwatching highlights include some good winter migrants: blue-winged pitta and grey nightjar are both reliable 

winter guests. Forest wagtail and band-bellied crake were two very nice surprise. There are also some good 

resident birds: wrinkled hornbills are common and black-and-white bulbul, while still uncommon, has been seen 

on a good number of occasions. Storms stork also was seen once in flight in 2010. There are many highlights and I 

will not easily forget seeing a colugo making short glides to avoid capture by a changeable hawk-eagle!  

This road is also worth to explore in the evening hours. 

From 2011 onwards I have made many night drives down 

this road in my open jeep (I estimate around 50 night 

drives in total), often in the fine companionship of 

Kolbjorn and his kids Hannah and Jonas. Buffy fish-owls 

are the most obvious night-birds to be found here; on 

one occasion no less than 7 different individuals were 

seen. Especially after, or during, some rain the owls are 

prominently scouting the wet road for crossing toads and 

frogs. 

Reddish scops-owl, KB road 
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Brown boobook and reddish scops-owl are relatively common, though the latter is far more often heard than seen. 

Oriental bay-owl has been seen and heard and a call of a barred eagle-owl was identified on one occasion. Large-

tailed nightjars are commonly seen sitting on the tarmac and the road has been a reliable spot for grey nightjars 

during the winter months. Early 2014 a large frogmouth was heard for a few weeks from the same area close to 

the river, but despite a few dedicated attempts we’ve never succeeded in luring the bird into showing itself (and 

we weren’t brave enough to venture through tall grasses 

into the swamp forest). Snakes and mammals are also 

easier to spot in the evening. Common palm civet and 

short-toothed palm civet are seen on most night drives. 
3
Other species that have been seen at night include 

Malay civet, red giant flying squirrel, black flying squirrel, 

Horsfield’s flying squirrel, leopard cat and slow loris. I 

have likely seen clouded leopard on two occasions, but 

both times it was too distant to be 100% certain. 

Leopards were seen during daytime twice by others (and 

I missed one of these sightings by just 5 minutes!). 

The road  

The road itself is about 16 kilometers long. I’ve divided the road in a couple of different sections, see also the map 

on the next page. 

1. The first stretch of the road is the least spectacular and passes 

some houses and a residential area. The tall trees that used to 

line the road on the left-hand side would occasionally have some 

good raptors (e.g. my only record of grey-headed fisheagle along 

KB road was here), but these have been cleared. The power-lines 

on the side of the road are good for glossy starlings, doves, 

collared kingfishers and the occasional pied hornbill. I’ve seen 

striated grassbirds in the fields next to the scrapyard (recognized 

by some old rusty helicopters), where egrets can be seen as well 

in winter.  There are some sandpits turned into ponds where I 

have seen yellow bittern. I usually just drive on and pay little 

attention to this stretch of the road.  

2. After the last construction yard (on your left) the traffic on the 

road quickly dies down. This stretch of road has a lot of tall grass 

and low bushes on the right-hand side. On the left there is about 

25 meters of low growth and tall grasses with the forest behind 

it. Typical birds seen here include pink-necked green pigeon, yellow-vented bulbul and sallying blue-throated 

bee-eaters. Bold-striped tit-babblers are often heard. 

3. This part starts roughly at a small garbage dump, where the asphalt road turns into concrete (with potholes). I 

really don’t know what gets in to people’s heads when they decide it’s OK to dump their trash on the side of 

the road. At night this is probably a good spot for snakes because of rats congregating at the trash. The area 

does have some good birdlife: this is the only place where I’ve seen bat-hawk and Jerdon’s baza. Raquet-tailed 

                                                                 
3
 Jeremy Moore mentions that Binturong is common. I have however never seen this animal here and suspect that 

his sightings were of common palm civets. Kolbjorn has seen a Binturong at KB road once, on a late afternoon. 

Scarlet-rumped trogon, KB road 

Stork-billed kingfisher, KB road 
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drongo, hill myna and a variety of woodpeckers are also frequently seen here. The big bare trees on the left-

hand side close to the road are a roosting spot for silvery langurs. 

 

4. There is small stretch of road, where in 2011 a wooden house was erected that is now home to an extended 

local family and a group of very mingy-looking dogs. On the left an open wet area with grasses and low growth 

sometimes shows oriental darter and purple heron. Also keep a look-out for plaintive cuckoo and green 

pigeons. The high trees on the right just after the house can also yield some good birds, look for woodpeckers, 

stork-billed kingfisher, myna’s and barbets. Crested serpent-eagle can sometimes be seen in the tall trees in 

the open area just before the mature forest. Until 

2011, there were two tall trees on the left just 

before the forest that were good for woodpeckers 

(grey-and-buff, buff-rumped and banded), but these 

have unfortunately been cleared for another 

scrapheap.  

5. This is a very good section of mature forest that has 

turned up a lot of good birds. Just at the start is a 

little bridge where I’ve seen mangrove blue 

flycatcher and copper-throated sunbird. During 

nightdrives eyeshine of smaller crocs can sometimes 

be seen. The stretch of forest after the bridge can be very good. Common species include racquet-tailed 

drongo, little spiderhunter, black-and-yellow broadbill, stork-billed kingfisher and various bulbuls and 

babblers. A lot of more uncommon species are also regularly encountered here: listen and look for ruddy 

kingfisher, scarlet-rumped trogon, black-and-white bulbul, red-billed and chestnut-bellied malkoha, white-

chested babbler. At night buffy fish-owl is a common sight and reddish scops-owl is frequently heard. 

Yellow-bellied prinia, KB road 
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Unfortunately the bird catchers have also realized 

that this is a nice spot and, as mentioned before, 

I’ve seen a clear increase in the number of catchers 

hauling up their cages in the early mornings and 

there is hardly any big tree without the tell-tale 

ropes to the upper branches of the forest canopy. 

6. Most of this stretch is characterized by relatively low 

growth next to the road with bigger trees behind 

this. Birding-wise I find this not the best stretch but 

it still worth to drive slowly and look closely for 

anything special. The road crosses a little creek that 

can be a good spot for black-and-red broadbill. During one nightdrive an oriental bay-owl showed very well. 

Best bird on this stretch was a black-eared kite in February 2014. 

7. This is an open area, the result of past fires. During daytime this a good place for little and pink-necked green 

pigeon, and changeable hawk-eagle. Listen for plaintive cuckoo. Swallows are numerous and needletails have 

also been seen. Black-headed and dusky munias are often encountered, but also keep an eye out for white-

bellied munia. Shrikes can be found here in winter time. There is a small patch of remaining old growth near 

the end of the open area that has been particularly rewarding with nesting orange-backed and grey-and-buff 

woodpecker and roosting grey-rumped treeswifts. Both Wallace’s and rufous-bellied hawk-eagle have been 

seen here and at least two blue-winged pittas stuck out here during the 2013/2014 winter. Two grey nightjars 

were a very reliable encounter on this stretch during the winter of 2013/2014. A band-bellied crake was a nice 

surprise and best of all was a large frogmouth that was heard several nights in 2014. 

8. This last stretch of the road has some large trees close to the river. Fairy bluebird, fiery minivet and Wallace’s 

hawk-eagle are best seen here. Black, rhinoceros and wrinkled hornbill are also frequently encountered. Keep 

an eye (and ear) out for drongo-cuckoo lesser cuckoo-shrike. This is also a good place for green imperial 

Pied fantail and Wagler’s pitviper, KB road 

Black-headed bulbul, KB road 
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pigeon and brown boobook at night. Blue-eared kingfisher was seen on two occasions next to the roadside 

ditch. 

 

The Kuala Balai river 

I’ve made quite a few trips on the river 

with a speedboat, which is not the best 

for birdwatching. The first stretch of the 

river is mainly Nipah palm, where 

Abbott’s babbler and mangrove blue 

flycatcher are supposedly quite 

common.
4
 From the boat you’d typically 

see stork-billed kingfisher dashing past 

the riverside vegetation. Brahminy kite 

and wrinkled hornbill are often seen 

flying across. 

During the Wetlands Surveys in 2013 

we’ve also gone up river from the end of 

KB road in a small longboat. Red-and-

black broadbills were especially common and I was quite pleased to see a small group of straw-headed bulbuls. 

Seeing a chestnut-winged cuckoo was a very welcome surprise. There are some places along the river where you 

can moor the boat and look for wildlife and birds. We explored a stretch of peat swamp behind an old sawmill that 

leads to a small logging concession. Good species encountered there were rufous-tailed shama and scarlet-

breasted flowerpecker.  

Bird records: 2005 – 2014  

Finally, I have also included a list of birds (177 species) that I have encountered on Kuala Balai road. The overview 

can be found in Appendix B. A small disclaimer; I have never kept detailed lists, and only record new species seen. I 

do consider the overview accurate even 

though it is possible that there is some 

unconscious bias in the status definition. 

I have also taken the liberty to reference 

my records against Jeremy Moore’s 

records to provide an overview of a 10 

year period. The total amount of bird 

species sums to 212 species, which is not 

bad! From the comparison I have noted a 

few things:  

 Around 64% of the recorded 

species are common or 

uncommon, consistent for both 

my records and Jeremy’s 

                                                                 
4
 This is based on observations from Kolbjorn Schjolberg and Dave Bakewell, who surveyed small stretches of 

Nipah palm along KB river. 

Grey nightjar, KB road 
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records (111/177 and 117/181). 

 Overall the records are fairly consistent, especially for the common and uncommon species. If we look at 

the combined common and uncommon records, there is an 83% match between my records and Jeremy’s 

records. 

 I do believe that the records illustrate that the birdcatching has had a negative effect on the population of 

hanging parrots, long-tailed parakeets and blue-rumped parrot. These were all common species in 2005-

2009, but have clearly declined in numbers. While blue-crowned hanging parrot was probably still 

common in 2010-2011, I definitely found this species more uncommon in 2013-2014. 

 There are different ways to dice and slice the observations. Comparing species that are ranked as 

common or uncommon in 2005-2009 and absent or just a single record in 2010-2014 (and vice versa), as 

illustrated in the table above, may show observers bias rather than a change in species occurrence. As an 

example, the trogons and ruddy kingfisher only started appearing more frequently when I got familiar 

with their calls (and I have also used playback on these birds on a few occasions). There are a few species 

that I find surprising to find, or not to find, on Jeremy’s 2005-2009 list. The Blyth’s hawk-eagle seems out 

of place; this is a species of higher altitudes that I have only seen at Bukit Pagon.  Spectacled and streaked 

bulbuls typically occur in undisturbed primary lowland forest and these species also seem out of place on 

KB road. Having said that, the reason I never saw these species could also easily be an effect of increased 

disturbance along the road. Further I expect the night fowl that Kolbjorn and I recorded during a lot of 

night drives (with high-end spotlights from 

an open car and based on calls, sometimes 

aided by playback) to be a very good 

representation of the species that are 

present in the area. From that perspective 

it may not be a surprise that Jeremy 

missed or only saw some species once that 

we regularly encountered (brown 

boobook, large-tailed nightjar, grey 

nightjar). The fact that he did record 

savanna nightjar and found a dead 

Malaysian eared nightjar is however 

unexpected, but not necessarily disputed. 

Rufous-bellied hawk-eagle, KB road 
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After I left in 2014 someone recorded a red-legged crake and banded kingfisher has also been documented during 

the wetlands surveys, but I’ve never had the good fortune to see this enigmatic species here. 

Environmental changes 

The birdcatching and poaching along Kuala Balai road has seen a steady increase since I arrived in Brunei, with 

sometimes with more than 15 catchers around on a single morning. Mostly they use cages to attract blue-rumped 

parrots and blue-crowned hanging parrots, but I have 

also seen nets across the road. Unfortunately I have 

never succeeded in changing the minds and behaviors of 

the catchers and it saddens me to see these activities 

continue with limited to zero endeavors from the Brunei 

authorities to put a halt to it.  

In 2014 a seismic campaign started in the lower Belait 

and wood necessary for bridging work during this survey 

was sourced from temporary trails along the road, 

specifically set out to cut down and collect the smaller 

saplings. These tracks have attracted more and more 

poachers and I fear this will have a distinct impact on both quantity and diversity of bird and wildlife encountered 

along the road. Also, since 2010, there has been an increase in development activities along the road and the 

stretch of road just before you drive into the forest now houses a scrapyard. All these activities obviously do not 

benefit the vast majority of the wildlife that is present.  

Badas 
The Badas area has become one of my favorite areas, though birding can be challenging. The appeal of Badas is 

that it provides access to prime peat swamp and heath forest. These forest types are rapidly losing terrain to oil 

palm and deforestation in Borneo (and SE Asia) and Badas still offers the potential to see some type specialists that 

are becoming increasingly rare elsewhere; in the open areas cinnamon-headed green pigeons are a common sight 

and hook-billed bulbuls are common inside the forest. Grey-breasted babbler has been seen on more than one 

occasion. Black-and-white bulbul, perhaps not typified as peat swamp specialist, is also a relatively common sight. I 

have seen brown-backed flowerpecker twice and crimson-breasted flowerpecker on a few occasions. 

The most rewarding birdwatching has been on 7 to 8 trips into the forest on temporary tracks that where set out 

by Wetlands International. Because of the high risk to twist ankles I do not recommend to explore unmarked trails 

in these forests on your own and most of forest dwelling 

I’ve done together with Kolbjorn. Key birds that are 

commonly seen inside the forest are mangrove whistler, 

grey-chested jungle flycatcher, hook-billed bulbul, grey-

breasted babbler and Bornean bristlehead.  

During a short time span of a few weeks every year 

(around May/June) thousands of fruitbats can be seen at 

dusk, presumably flying out from communal roosts to 

favored feeding places. I witnessed this spectacle in 

2010, 2011 and 2013. Unfortunately also in this area 

birdcatchers are active and in the span of a few years a 

Cinnamon-headed green pigeon, Badas 

Poaching victim: bold-striped tit-babbler, KB road 
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large roost of long-tailed parakeets has been completely wiped out. Most 

of the poaching pressure comes from netting and I’ve seen nets the size of 

football fields stretched across open areas, indiscriminately catching 

everything that flies past. A very sad development. 

The “First” Badas road 

The exit to the Badas road is on the Seria by pass if you drive towards Seria 

from Bandar. The turnoff is to the left and comes just before the exit to 

Anduki. The Badas road is a hardened road with a big pipeline running next 

to it and to your right is a stretch of tall grasses and small growth before 

the forest edge rises up as a green wall. I usually drive towards the 

pumping station without stopping. Dollarbirds and woodswallows can be 

seen sallying from the overhead powerlines, where I once also saw a single 

chestnut-cheeked starling amidst a small flock of glossy starlings. Dark-

morph changeable hawk-eagles are frequently seen and plaintive cuckoos 

are also common in the open areas, always heard and frequently seen. 

Someone else once saw a sunbear in a small tree and even managed a 

picture from his iphone! 

I typically park my car alongside the road in front of a small building. Crossing the road and going under the 

pipeline there is a small path that leads to some abandoned houses that can be seen on the hill behind the pipeline 

(see Badas map: 2). There is a small walkway in between these houses that leads to the start of a somewhat  

Birdseye view of the a Badas dome. The waterplant is located at 5, next to KB river. 

Dark morph changeable hawk-eagle, Badas 
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over grown track. In the grass next to the houses I 

once saw a small group of white-bellied munia. 

The track continues through a patch of heath forest 

or Kerangas. Birds are never abundant and 

mosquitos can be a nuisance. This is a good area to 

see hook-billed bulbul. Scaly-crowned babbler and 

black-naped monarch are common. Banded bay 

cuckoos are often heard. Other noteworthy birds 

recorded here include Diard’s trogon, black-bellied 

malkoha, green- and dusky broadbill and I’ve heard 

hooded pitta. Bearded pigs are also occasionally 

encountered (I once startled a big specimen that 

was only a few feet away and was glad to see it run the other way!) 

If you continue on the track it will lead to an open area (see Badas map: 3), where new trees are being planted. 

Keep an eye open for fruiting and flowering bushes, as this is a good place to potentially see brown-backed and 

crimson-breasted flowerpecker, both very rare species throughout Borneo. Long-billed spiderhunter has also been 

sighted here on multiple occasions and large-tailed nightjars can be found roosting in the grass, mostly only seen 

when accidently flushed. Other good birds that have been recorded regularly include great slaty woodpecker, 

black-and-white bulbul, long-tailed parakeet, cinnamon-headed green pigeon and black hornbill. 

I typically stay here for some time and then return the 

same way. You can also walk further East (to the right 

from the forest trail) through the tree plantation area, 

where the path continues and widens to a dirt track. 

Pitcherplants adorn the edges along the track. This leads 

you to the second Badas road (4). The small stretch of 

sandy road 

from the dirt 

track to the 

water station 

(4 to 5) used to be good for blue-rumped parrots and long-tailed 

parakeets, but recent road works and extended birdcatching have made 

both these species far less common. The dead trees on the left in the 

waterlogged area can still provide some good birds, a.o. black-and-

white bulbul, grey-capped woodpecker, black-thighed falconet and 

lesser fish-eagle have all been seen here. Dollarbirds are very common. 

This stretch also typically is good for green pigeons (little, thick-billed 

and the cinnamon-headed). The road ends at the water plant, where 

you can climb across the pipeline, walk through some tall grass (there is 

a little trail) next to a little pond to get you back the 1
st

 Badas road (5). 

The “Second” Badas road. 

An alternative route to the Badas pumping station is to take a small 

turn-off just before the highway crosses the second Eastern Badas 

track, coming from the Sungai Liang direction. This sandy track is best 

Plaintive cuckoo, Borneo highlands resort (Sarawak). 

Hook-billed bulbul, Badas 

Long-tailed parakeet, Badas 
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driven with a proper 4WD. There are a couple of side-roads along open areas that lead you into the peat swamp 

and that are well worth exploring. Notable species seen along this stretch include lesser adjutant stork, cinnamon-

headed green pigeon, scarlet-breasted flowerpecker and white-breasted munia.  

We’ve also taken the car out at night a few times and large-tailed nightjars were found especially common; we 

once counted more than 10 individuals. The best bird that I’ve seen here is without a doubt the Bonaparte’s 

nightjar, a very rare nightjar species and we were lucky to get some photos of it too! 

In 2014 work on this second Badas road started. The road works included further clearing of the roadsides and 

bringing in large amounts of more clay-rich sand. I don’t know what the intent is, but I my guess would be that the 

road will soon be hardened for additional access to the pumping station.  

Labi road 
Labi road is a roughly 50 km long road that runs land-inwards from Sungai Liang to the Teraja longhouse close to 

the Malaysian border. The road meanders through some great forest types and there are some side tracks that 

offer excellent birding. Here a short overview of my favorite spots along Labi road. 

3a. Andulau forest 

There are some good tracks going into Andulau forest, some of which are very popular with the local hash house 

harriers running group. There are a few trails starting at cleared areas that you pass on the left side of Labi road 

(going towards Labi/Teraja). There is also one entrance just after you cross the new highway. 

 

Little green pigeon, Badas 
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Forest types in the lower Belait district; KB road (1), Badas (2), Labi road (3). 

I’ve only been in the Andulau forest on a few occasions. The most thorough visit was with a local MSc. student 

form UBD, Gregory Teo, who was surveying a patch of the forest to determine the impact of the new Telisai-Lumut 

highway on bird diversity. The highway was not yet in use when I left Brunei, but the visual imprint has been 

massive and large parts of the forest have been 

cleared for this new road that connects Telisai and 

Lumut. While Gregory had recorded over a 100 

species during his surveys, we weren’t that lucky 

when he took me along. We did see a couple of 

different babblers and bulbuls. Best birds that day 

were a pair of chestnut-bellied malkohas. 

3b. Bukit Sawat road 

This has been one of my favorite birding locations. I 

discovered this side road in Jeremy Moore’s Brunei 

birdwatching document. The road starts close to 

the 30 km mark and a few hundred meters before 

Buff-vented bulbul, Bukit Sawat 
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the major turn-off to Long Mayan. On the left side you’ll see a relatively open area while on the right side is a small 

tree nursery. 

The first time I went here the road was still used as access road to a logging concession, but the last two years the 

road has not been used by any traffic. The condition of the road has rapidly deteriorated and fallen trees block the 

road. Best is to park the car after a few 100 meters and walk. This track crosses through heath forest and fresh 

water swamp and borders on primary lowland dipterocarp, which results in great species diversity.  

Highlights are many and include Asian paradise flycatcher, red-bearded bee-eater, Bornean bristlehead, 5 different 

species of flowerpecker including the rare scarlet-breasted. Great slaty woodpecker is often recorded and black-

naped monarch is very common in the fresh-water 

swamp area. Maroon woodpecker has also been seen 

here, the only other location being Teraja. This is also a 

good area for bushy-crested hornbill and a wide variety 

of bulbuls and babblers can be encountered. Hook-billed 

bulbul has been seen in the heath forest and a suspected 

banded kingfisher once dashed across the track 

disappearing into the forest. We’ve once walked this 

road at night and heard both Gould’s frogmouth and 

barred eagle-owl (both ID’s confirmed from playback), 

but weren’t lucky to get any visuals.  

3c. Luagan Lalak.  

Luagan Lalak is an alluvial freshwater swamp that takes 

the form of a lake during the rainy season and recedes 

to a muddy swamp in the dryer season. There are 

some wooden walkways leading to two shelters in the 

center of the lake, popular with local fishers. I usually 

stop here briefly on the way to or from Labi and 

Teraja. This is a reliable place for oriental darter and 

purple heron. Grey-headed fish-eagle has been seen 

here on two occasions. Aside from that I find the 

birding here often remarkably quiet.  

Oriental darter, Luagan Lalak 

Chestnut-bellied Malkoha, Bukit Sawat 

Dark-sided flycatcher, Bukit Sawat Scarlet-breasted flowerpecker , Bukit Sawat 
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3d. Rumah Panjang Malayan road.  

This side road can offer some excellent birding. Because the road isn’t very good you need a proper 4WD to 

explore the second part of this road. In the past you could drive all the way to the river, which is not possible 

anymore even with a good off-road vehicle. This is the only location that I have seen large green pigeon (twice).  

Other noteworthy birds include a group of Bornean bristlehead and red-bearded bee-eater. Fairy bluebirds and 

minivets are frequently seen and dark-necked tailorbird seems especially common in the road-side vegetation. If 

you continue down the road you will pass a little pond on the right that had nesting black-and-red broadbills and 

also seems a reliable spot for blue-eared kingfisher. Due to the bad road I’ve only explored the second stretch on a 

mere three occasions. Red-throated sunbird was a good find here. Crested fireback has been recorded as well on 

this stretch, but unfortunately never by me. 

3e. Labi ridge. 

The entrance to Labi ridge starts just behind a small Chinese temple, where a steep track on the right takes you up 

Bornean bristlehead, Rumah Panjang Red-crowned barbet, Rumah Panjang 
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the ridge. The track continues along the ridge. I usually park my car at the first open cleared area and walk back to 

walk an old side road that is now in too poor a state to drive. The appeal of Labi ridge is that it provides stunning, 

unobstructed views across an extensive forest canopy.  

If you come here early in the morning you are guaranteed to hear the loud hoots of Gibbon families marking their 

territory. Labi ridge is a good area for hornbills. Rhinoceros hornbill is a common sight and helmeted hornbill has 

also been seen here. This has been the only location where I have seen wreathed hornbill in Brunei. Labi ridge is 

also the only location where I have been able to confidently identify a Malaysian-eared nightjar hunting insects just 

before dusk. Calls of garnet pitta are common and the area boasts a wide variety of smaller forest birds. A truly 

fantastic record at this locality was a sighting of a spectacled flowerpecker by a group of local bird photographers, 

the second ever photographic record of this species! See also: http://www.borneobirdimages.com/news?id=56 

I have never tried to drive the main Labi ridge all the way to end, one of my many regrets, but would encourage 

anyone to do so! 

3f. Bukit Teraja  

Bukit Teraja used to be only accessible by dirt road and forest 

tracks, but around 2010 they build a hardened road to the peak. 

I haven’t birded this road a lot primarily because the road has a 

couple of sections that have been washed away (after just a few 

years!). It is worthwhile to explore this on foot and I have seen 

some good species here, among others rufous-winged 

philentoma and changeable hawk-eagle. 

3g. Teraja.  

Labi road ends at the Teraja longhouse, where there are a few 

trails that lead into primary lowland dipterocarp forest. This is a 

fantastic spot and I have had the good fortune to spend around 

10 - 15 dedicated birding trips on the trails here. I usually park 

my car next to road roughly 200 meters before the longhouse, 

next to a grassy track. This track is initially wide enough for a 

(4WD) car, but soon turns into a small path, with the width of a 

single person. If you follow this path you’ll come to a small 

stream that has a big log across it. 

The trail continues at the other side of the stream, where there 

is a small split not long after the crossing: one trail leading to 

Red-throated sunbird, Rumah Panjang Yellow-eared spiderhunter, Rumah Panjang 

http://www.borneobirdimages.com/news?id=56
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the Teraja waterfall and one trail leading to the Belaluk waterfall. Both waterfalls are worthwhile to trek to. The 

Teraja waterfall is more popular as there is a small pool where you can swim and on the weekends you may see 

some other non-birding folk on the trail, but never more than a handful. Occasionally you may also come across 

people from the longhouse and the Brunei army trains here sporadically.  

The total hike to the waterfalls takes roughly an hour and longer if you 

stop along the way to watch birds! Bring plenty of water and expect to 

get wet feet. This area is good for true forest species that you will 

typically not see with road-side birding; e.g. spotted fantail, yellow-

bellied bulbul, grey-bellied bulbul, garnet pitta and primary lowland 

forest babblers can be seen here. All three lowland trogon species are 

commonly heard and sometimes seen. Bushy-crested hornbill is 

regularly recorded and helmeted hornbills have been heard on more 

than one occasion. Grey-chested jungle flycatcher is common and Asian 

paradise flycatcher is another enigmatic species that is found here. 

Dwarf kingfishers can be seen dashing by and I once saw a banded 

kingfisher flying past – another frustrating glimpse of this beautiful 

kingfisher. Friends once saw a small group of partridges crossing the 

path! Together with Kolbjorn I have also explored the trail to the 

waterfall during a nightwalk.  We never saw nor heard any of the night 

fowl that we were after, but we did see a lot of cool insects, plenty of 

frogs and some rodents, including a black flying squirrel. 

The only slight drawback of this place is that it takes a good hour from Panaga to get there and that the leeches are 

plentiful in the wetter season! 

Bukit Pagon 

Bukit Pagon is the highest peak in Brunei, roughly 1850 meters high, and offers access to pristine montane habitat. 

The map, taken from wikipedia, shows the location of Bukit Pagon, at the tip of Temburong.  

Asian paradise flycatcher, Teraja 
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I’ve been at Pagon two times. The climb itself is 

pretty but you do require a certain level of fitness. 

The first time I went all the way to the top, a 6 hour 

trek that includes a serious scramble to the top on 

the slippery slopes of fairytale-like mossy forest. As 

most of my attention was on the climb I welcomed 

a second opportunity in 2012 to focus more on the 

birding. So in December 2012 I left the climb to the 

others while I birded a full day around 900 m. 

above mean sea level.  

The trip to Pagon takes 4 hours with a 4WD drive 

from the Kuala Lurah border crossing through 

Sarawak on old and recent logging roads. The huge impact of the logging industry is very much visible as you pass 

large barren tracts cleared of all trees. Then, camp is set up around 900 meters at the base of Mnt. Pagon. The 

area around the camp is a mix of secondary forest with the old growth taken out and patches of primary forest. On 

the Bruneian side it is still all undisturbed primary forest. While there has been a scientific expedition from the 

University of Brunei Darussalam (UBD) and partners in 2012 the area is very much under-explored.  

This is a very good area for submontane and 

montane species. The highlights include sightings of 

Mountain serpent eagle on both trips and a sighting 

of two black orioles on the first trip. During my two 

trips I’ve had encounters with most montane 

bulbuls (a pale faced bulbul was seen on the 

summit!), both little and ruddy cuckoo-dove and 

higher altitude barbet species. Ashy drongo is 

common and hair-crested drongo was also 

recorded. The border is not very well defined in this 

area and most of the sightings could well have been 

on the Sarawak side – because of proximity I have 

taken the justifiable liberty to claim species presence in Brunei from these sightings. While I feel very fortunate to 

have been twice to this remote area, sitting here now in Houston I wished I would have added another trip to 

Pagon!  

Wasan Ricefields 
This place is Brunei’s small scale equivalent of the Sabah’s Tempasuk and anything can be expected to turn up 

here. A good place if you want to possibly record some rare passage migrants, winter visitors and vagrants. The 

Wasan rice fields cover an area of roughly 5 square kilometers and form one of Brunei's biggest rice developments. 

The place is ideally suited for migrating birds that prefer paddy and fresh-water habitat. Some exceptional 

historical records for Borneo come from Wasan; northern lapwing, grey-headed lapwing and black-collared starling 

have all been seen here in the past. In 2014 Roger Rajah recorded a red-wattled lapwing here, another fantastic 

record for Borneo.  

Much to the annoyance of the local farmers, the area also holds big populations of munias and related seed-

eaters; chestnut-, dusky- and scaly-breasted munia are all abundant. A specialty of the Wasan rice fields are the 

Cinereous bulbul, Bukit Pagon 

Mountain serpent eagle, Bukit Pagon 
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Java sparrows. The only other place where I’ve seen them is at the Jerudong Medical Center. In spite of all the 

ingenious scare crows the farmers employ, and unfortunately I also did see a couple of nets, these birds are still 

doing well here. Other noticeable Wasan specialties are a population of around 250 wandering whistling ducks, 

blue-breasted quail, greater painted snipe and buff-banded rail. The latter seems to be rapidly expanding its 

territory, the first Bornean record only dates back to 2007.  

Wasan rice fields 

The map shows the Wasan area with the rectangular rice padi’s clearly visible. I usually drive first along the 

intersecting roads scanning the fields and powerlines for anything interesting. Wood sandpiper, stints, plovers, 

pipits are the more common species during the winter months and the wet fields attract plenty of egrets, 

especially when the fields are being ploughed. There are some wet patches just after the entrance (yellow arrow), 

Wandering whistling duck, Wasan Wandering whistling duck, Wasan 
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that are good for common moorhen and whistling ducks.  Cinnamon bittern, yellow bittern and pond herons are 

often seen flying across the fields. Besides scanning for anything unusual, also keep an eye open for black-

shouldered kite and white-winged black tern. I usually park the car at the areas indicated by 1 and 2 on the map 

and walk along the stream. Look for warblers in the tall grasses next to the water; a couple of rusty-rumped 

warblers were seen well in 2012 and often you’ll flush a few blue-breasted quails. A buff-banded rail was a nice 

surprise in 2013 and in some of the patches we once saw around ten painted snipe. It is probably good to remind 

that this is a very open area and there is limited to no protection from the sun: i.e. don’t forget sunscreen, a hat 

and bring plenty of water! 

Other Areas 
In the previous sections I have listed my favorite birding areas, but this is far from an exhaustive list and a lot of my 

preferences stem from ease of access, time constraints and a good first impression. There are some other places in 

Brunei that I list here that have great potential, but where I have unfortunately just been a few times at most: 

Temburong 

I’ve only been to Temburong’s Ulu Ulu resort on two occasions. The trip there takes a few hours from Bandar; first 

roughly 45 minutes from Bandar by speedboat to the quiet town of Bangar, then a short trip by car before the last 

stretch by longboat to the Ulu Ulu resort. The resort offers access to primary virgin rain forest. One of the main 

attractions is the large canopy walkway that towers over the forest. The canopy walk does feel a little flimsy. Both 

of my visits I’ve stayed most of the morning on the canopy walk, but the trails also have a lot to offer. The 

drawback is that the trails are rather limited and the guides do not possess great birding knowledge. The area is 

good for all lowland dipterocarp forest species: look for white-rumped shama, leafbirds and flycatchers at the 

Velvet-fronted nuthatch, Temburong Indian cuckoo, Temburong 

Rusty-rumped warbler, Wasan Greater painted snipe, Wasan 
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lodge/river. The forest leading to the canopy walkway is good for bulbuls and babblers and I saw no less than 3 

different Diard’s trogons. The canopy itself is good for a variety of birdlife. Early in the morning rhinoceros hornbill 

is commonly seen, and I had very good views here of indian cuckoo, various bulbuls and barbet species and scarlet 

minivet.  

 

Pelong rocks 

Pelong rocks is a small group of rocky islands that lie roughly 3 kilometers from the Brunei coast. The main island 

has some vegetation. I have visited Pelong rocks 

just once with a group of friends on a small 

snorkeling trip. We left from Muara on a 

specially made diving boat and on the way saw a 

number of black-naped terns, mainly close to 

the lighthouses. The rocks itself hold a small 

breeding colony of bridled terns and on the main 

island pied imperial pigeons can be found and I 

expect these to also breed there. We also saw 

common or possibly roseate tern and a majestic 

white-bellied sea eagle flew over while we were 

enjoying the snorkeling. 

Brunei river 

The Brunei river lies next to the capital of Brunei and houses the famous Kampong Ayer water village. There are 

some small patches of mangrove forest that are still home to a few family groups of proboscis monkey. All the 

boatmen that ferry people across to Kampong Ayer know where to find them. The best time is in the morning or 

View from canopy tower, Temburong 

Pelong rocks 
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late afternoon, preferably when the tide is low. If you tell the boatmen that you also want to look for birds 

(“burung”) some of the better ones will take it slowly. 

While on the boat look for terns (mostly whiskered), rufous nightheron, kingfishers (common and stork-billed), 

osprey, brahminy kite, white-bellied sea-eagle and waders on the exposed flats. If the tide is low you are also likely 

to see some crocodiles. 

Telisai prawn farm 

I have visited the Telisai Prawn farms on a good number of occasions (~15 times), as it is an easy stop on the way 

to and from Bandar from Seria. The best time to visit here is during winter migration, from August to May. I always 

parked the car before the gated entrance. After walking on the premise I would then tell one of the staff that I was 

looking for “burung” and they’d always happily wave me in. The best area is just behind the staff barracks, where 

two abandoned and overgrown ponds attracted most waders. Black-winged stilts, little ringed and golden plovers, 

red-necked and long-toed stints, greenshank and marsh sandpiper are typical birds to be seen. Egrets are always 

around and I’ve seen common moorhen hiding in the tall grasses lining the pond’s edges. Pipits and wagtails can 

be seen along the paths in between the ponds. Best birds were a female garganey that hung around for at least 

two weeks and red-necked phalarope in the 2011/2012 winter, seen by CK Leong and Quentin Phillipps and that I 

just missed by a day or so.  

Tutong water treatment 

The water basins of the Tutong sewage works are situated next to the Bandar-Seria highway, between the two sets 

of traffic lights at Tutong. There is a small exit that is only accessible driving in the direction of Bandar. This is a 

good place for a short stop. In winter time loads of egrets can be seen here and small numbers of little heron and 

grey heron are typically present. A small colony of darters roost here (if not seen on the banks look at the tall trees 

on the far side). Osprey, Brahminy kites and the occasional tern have also frequently been seen.   

Tasek Merimbun 

Tasek Merimbun is the biggest fresh water lake in Brunei. Unfortunately I have only visited this place on just two 

occasions, with neither of these being a full-fledged birding trip. The lakes host darter and purple heron and the 

forest is home to a wide variety of lowland primary forest species. In 2013 one leg of the Borneo bird race was held 

here, though it beats me why they did so in mid-afternoon. 

 

Little heron, Brunei river Whiskered tern, Brunei river 
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Other animals 
On the forays into the jungle I’ve also seen various reptiles, amphibians and mammals. I have described the 

mammals in a separate document, which can be accessed here: https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B5h2kl5IPWx-

SHJNU2VHcFRIb0U/view?pli=1.  

Estuarine crocodiles are becoming increasingly common in Brunei. It is easy to spot these at night with a torch on 

the Sungai Seria behind the BSP health center and also at the J13 bridge (close to Schlumberger) that leads to the 

army base. Crocodiles have also been seen on the KB river, at Wasan and even at the Telisai prawn farm! Small 

crocs do occur at Ulu Ulu and I once saw a seriously big animal on the Tutong river, which served as a good 

reminder never to swim in the Brunei rivers close to shore. The other sizeable reptile is the monitor lizard that can 

reach intimidating sizes. The common water monitor is often seen, also in the Panaga gardens. Smaller lizards and 

skinks are also often encountered and have seen flying lizards on a few occasions gliding from tree to tree. 

I have seen just a few turtles. During one of my last night walks we came across a spiny turtle, an endangered 

species, threatened primarily because it’s considered a delicacy in some Asian countries. 

Slow loris, KB road 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B5h2kl5IPWx-SHJNU2VHcFRIb0U/view?pli=1
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B5h2kl5IPWx-SHJNU2VHcFRIb0U/view?pli=1
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Snakes are also frequently encountered. In Panaga bronzebacks and paradise tree snakes are common, but also 

the more dangerous black cobra is regularly seen. On jungle tracks and roads I have come across vine snakes, twin-

barred treesnake, paradise treesnake, striped bronzeback, wagler’s pitviper, black cobra, banded krait, Malaysian 

brown snake, large-eyed watersnakes, blue-necked keelback and several unidentified species.  

Frogs are common and are often seen and heard, especially after rain and at small ponds and creeks during night 

walks. The more common species in the forests of the lower Belait are the lesser swamp frog, rough-sided frog and 

the four-lined tree frog. Some of the other species that have been seen include the impressive Bornean horned 

frog, the harlequin tree frog (one of the gliding frogs), the white-lipped frog and the swamp toad. 

 

  

Estuarine crocodile, Wasan Malaysian brown snake, KB road 

Swamp toad, KB road Bornean horned frog, Temburong 

Harlequin tree frog, Bukit Sawat Rough-sided frog, Teraja 
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Rare and unusual records 

In this section I provide a shot overview of noteworthy records and sightings that stand out. This can be records of 

resident birds that have local or regional significance (e.g. certain type species) and records of rare winter 

migrants, vagrants but also local wanderers that seem out of place in a certain habitat. A complete overview of all 

species seen is provided in Appendix A. I’ve indicated the observers of birds not seen by me between brackets.  

1. Panaga 

Purple-backed starling, rosy starling  (T. Crampin), oriental white-eye, Malaysian night heron, Schrenk’s bittern 

(K. Schjolberg), oriental bay-owl, Jambu fruit dove, pied imperial pigeon, copper-throated sunbird, brown-

backed flowerpecker (K. Schjolberg), red-naped trogon (K. Schjolberg), mugimaki flycatcher, dark-sided 

flycatcher, crimson-winged woodpecker. 

 

2. Greater Seria 

Eurasian Bittern, Malaysian night-heron, oriental plover, lesser adjutant stork, common kestrel, tufted duck, 

chestnut-cheeked starling, greater painted snipe, black-tailed godwit, great knot, Chinese egret, Horsfield’s 

bronze cuckoo, red-throated pipit.  

3. KB road 

Storm’s stork, black-and-white bulbul, band-bellied crake, pintailed parrotfinch, forest wagtail, grey nightjar, 

white-breasted munia, Jerdon’s baza, Wallace’s hawk-eagle, rufous-bellied hawk-eagle, large frogmouth, 

reddish scops-owl, oriental bay-owl, black-eared kite, large hawk-cuckoo (probable), hair-crested drongo 

(probable), black-headed bunting (K. Schjolberg).   

Chinese egret, Sungai Seria 
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4. Badas 

Chestnut-cheeked starling, brown-backed flowerpecker, scarlet-breasted flowerpecker, hook-billed bulbul, 

black-and-white bulbul, grey-breasted babbler, cinnamon-headed green pigeon, lesser adjutant stork, lesser 

fish-eagle, Bonaparte’s nightjar, white-breasted munia, Bornean bristlehead. 

 

5. Labi road and Teraja 

Bornean bristlehead, large green pigeon, scarlet-breasted flowerpecker, grey-headed babbler, grey-bellied 

bulbul, Gould’s frogmouth, garnet pitta. 

 

6. Wasan 

Rusty-rumped warbler, buff-banded rail, blue-breasted quail, greater painted snipe, grey-headed lapwing (M. 

van Leeuwen), sand martin (M. van Leeuwen), wandering whistling duck. 

 

7. Bukit Pagon 

Apart from extreme altitude species (island thrush, friendly bush warbler) most mountainous species are 

expected to be present. Key species: Mountain serpent-eagle, black oriole. 

 

8. Other 

Grey-streaked flycatcher (Temburong), garganey (Telisai prawn farm).  

 

Bonaparte’s nightjar, Badas Garganey, Telisai prawn farm 

Band-bellied crake,KB road Black-and-white bulbul, KB road 
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APPENDIX 1 – BRUNEI BIRDLIST 
A full overview of birds seen by me in Brunei is provided in the table below that extends over the next few pages. 

The last column indicates if a bird has been recorded in Panaga. The 4
th

 column indicates if a bird was only heard 

(H) or if the sighting was a probable record (P). I define a probable record here as a record that has a reasonable 

certainty. Possible records I have left out. Finally I have also included some records in the last 9 rows of birds that 

were not seen be me, but by people I know and that are relevant records in sites that are described in this 

document.  
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APPENDIX 2 – KB ROAD 2005 - 2014 
In this section I’ll provide a more detailed overview of the birds encountered along KB road in the 2010 -2014 

period. I’ve also compared this against Jeremy Moore’s records from 2005-2009. The status definition is indicated 

below. While Jeremy has made diligent records I note that for most of my numbers I have used a best estimate:
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Cattle egret, Seria grasslands Black-shouldered kite, Seria bypass 

Jerdon’s baza, KB road Oriental plover, Panaga Health Center 
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PHOTO INDEX 
 Cover page:   black-and-yellow broadbill (KB road) 

 Page 2:   red-necked stint (Sungai Seria), brown-capped woodpecker (BSP carpark, Seria), 

chestnut munia (Kota Kinabalu, Sabah), collared kingfisher (Sungai Seria) 

 Page 3:  juvenile Sunda scops owl (Panaga), crimson-winged woodpecker (Panaga) 

 Page 6:  buffy fish-owl (KB road) 

 Page 9:  crimson sunbird (Panaga), Malaysian night-heron (Panaga),  

oriental pied hornbill (Panaga) 

 Page 10:  blue-throated bee-eater (greater Seria, J13) 

 Page 11:  striated grassbird (greater Seria, J15), long-tailed nightjar (greater Seria, Jalan Utara),  

curlew sandpiper (greater Seria, JalanUtara) 

 Page 12:  lesser sandplover (Seria beach), red-throated pipit (Seria, Billion barrel monument) 

 Page 13:  common kingfisher (Sungai Seria pond), yellow bittern (Sungai Seria pond) 

 Page 14:  Bearded pigs on KB road at dusk, reddish scops owl (KB road) 

 Page 15:  stork-billed kingfisher (KB road), scarlet-rumped trogon (KB road) 

 Page 16:  yellow-bellied prinia (KB road) 

 Page 17:  black-headed bulbul (KB road), pied fantail hassling a Wagler’s pitviper (KB road) 

 Page 18:  KB river, grey nightjar (KB road) 

 Page 19:  rufous-bellied hawk-eagle (KB road) 

 Page 20:  bold-striped tit-babbler (KB road), cinnamon-headed green pigeon (Badas) 

 Page 21:  changeable hawk-eagle (Badas) 

 Page 22:  plaintive cuckoo (Borneo highland resort, Sarawak)), hook-billed bulbul (Badas), 

Long-tailed parakeet (Badas) 

 Page 23:  little green pigeon (Badas) 

 Page 24:  buff-vented bulbul (Labi road) 

 Page 25:  dark-sided flycatcher (Labi road), scarlet-breasted flowerpecker (Labi road),  

chestnut-bellied malkoha (Labi road), oriental darter (Labi road) 

 Page 26:  bornean bristlehead (Labi road), red-crowned barbet (Labi road), 

view from Labi ridge 

 Page 27:  red-throated sunbird (Labi road), yellow-eared spiderhunter (Labi road),  

A Teraja forest stream 

 Page 28:  Asian paradise flycatcher (Teraja) 

 Page 29:  cinereous bulbul (Bukit Pagon), mountain serpent-eagle (Bukit Pagon) 

 Page 30:  wandering whistling duck (Wasan ricefields), Java sparrow (Wasan ricefields) 

 Page 31:  greater painted snipe (Wasan ricefields), rusty-rumped warbler (Wasan ricefields), 

velvet-fronted nuthatch (Ulu Ulu, Temburong), Indian cukoo (Ulu Ulu, Temburong) 

 Page 32:  View from canopy walkway with rhinoceros hornbill (Ulu Ulu, Temburong), Pelong rocks 

 Page 33:  whiskered tern (Brunei river), little heron (Brunei river) 

 Page 34:  slow loris (KB road) 

 Page 35:  estuarine crocodile (Wasan), Malaysian brown snake (KB road),  

Bornean horned frog (Temburong), swamp toad (KB road),  

harlequin tree frog (Bukit Sawat), rough sided frog (Temburong) 

 Page 36:  Chinese egret (Sungai Seria) 

 Page 37:  black-and-white bulbul (KB road), band-bellied crake (KB road),  

Bonaparte’s nightjar (Badas), garganey (Telisai prawn farm) 

 Page 46:  black-shouldered kite (Seria bypass), cattle egret (Seria grassland),  

Jerdon’s baza (KB road), oriental plover (greater Seria, Jalan Utara) 
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FURTHER READING 
The following books and websites provide useful information on the birds of Borneo and Brunei. 

 Myers, S. (2009) A field guide to the Birds of Borneo. New Holland, London. 

 Phillipps, Q and Phillipps, K. (2009) Phillipps’ field guide to the birds of Borneo. Beaufoy Publishing, Oxford. 

 Tsu Shi, W. (2012) A naturalist’s guide to the birds of Borneo. Beaufoy Publishing, Oxford. 

 Hessels, M. (2008) Winging the Bornean skies. Natural History Publications (Borneo), Kota Kinabalu. 

 Moore, J. (2009). Birdwatching and bird records in Brunei. 

https://www.bsp.com.bn/panagaclub/pnhs/Focus_On_Birds_files/JeremyMoore_Birdwatching%20in%20Brun

ei.pdf 

 Hindriks, F. (2014). Mammals of Brunei Darussalam. 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B5h2kl5IPWx-SHJNU2VHcFRIb0U/view?pli=1 

Relevant Websites: 

 www.orientalbirdimages.org. A picture database of birds in the orient. Very useful for ID’s and referencing. 

 www.borneobirdimages.com. A good website about the birds in Borneo, including a useful picture database. 

 www.xeno-canto.org. Essential site to reference calls from the birds of Borneo. 

 https://www.bsp.com.bn/panagaclub/pnhs/. The website of the Panaga National History Society (PNHS) 

Borneo Weblogs: 

 http://bruneiviews.blogspot.com. My weblog with around 50 entries on birding trips in Brunei and Borneo. 

 http://digdeep1962.wordpress.com. Dave Bakewell’s weblog. Dave is an excellent birder and often goes in 

very useful detail to describe bird identification. 

 http://horukuru.blogspot.com/. Jason Reyes’ weblog. Jason is a bird guide from Kota Kinabalu. 

 http://borneobirds.blogspot.com/. The weblog of Wong Tsu Shi, a renowned birder from Tawau on the East 

coast of Sabah. 

 http://borneobirds.com/. CK Leong’s website. CK is a bird guide from Kota Kinabalu. 
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